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[ In this paper, an attempt has been made to discuss the method of 
estimating the sample size; the examples and discussed in the context of 
a library.] 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 A library provides several kinds of services – circulation of books/journals, is the 
most prominent of them.  Needless to say that, the books & journals should be in usable 
condition.  Soiled and torn books can be a source of user irritation if not dissatisfaction.  
But the fact is that repeated usage, affects the suitability of usage of the books/journals 
over period of time and therefore one of the tasks before the management is, to identify 
such books/journals and send them for maintenance.  The question is how to estimate the 
number of books requiring such attention.  100% screening can be laborious, time 
consuming as well as costly affair, especially in a large library. 
 
2.  METHODOLOGY 
 
In this paper, the methodology for calculating the sample size required to estimate 
the proportion of books requiring attention, with specified limits of error and confidence 
limit when 
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1)  empirical knowledge is available 
2)  empirical knowledge is not available           
is presented.  Methods for selection of the sample shall also be discussed. 
 
2.1   Empirical Knowledge is Available 
CASE – 1 
 
For correct determination of sample size, it is extremely useful if some knowledge 
of variability in the lot is available.  In case of attributes, it is the estimate of percent 
defective, which is required.  It is usually obtained from the analysis of past data. 
 
The sample size (n) in such cases is given by the formula 
 
  n = u2p (100-p)    [ based on Normal approximation to Binomial and  
   d2       and Confidence Interval Theory] 
 
 where u = confidence level coefficient 
            p = estimate of % books requiring attention 
            d = limit of error expressed as difference between true % of  
    books and its estimate 
 
2.1.1  Estimation of ‘p’ from past data: 
 
If k groups of size n1……..nk have been inspected previously and m1, m2,……mk 
were found to be ‘defective’ then estimate of p is given by 
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The value so obtained, shall be used in the formula to estimate the sample size. 
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2.2   Empirical Knowledge is Not Available 
CASE – 2 
 
When no prior information about the lot is available, one may test a few items and 
obtain an estimate of the proportion defective.  This estimate, though based on a small 
number of test result, can be used to find out the minimum sample size that would be 
needed.  Let n1 be the initial sample size (fairly large) and m1 the number of defectives 
then 100
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The sample size required to estimate the true percentage with given error and pre 
determined confidence level is 
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where u and d are to be interpreted as in the earlier case. 
 
If the estimate of sample size (n) is greater than n1, then n-n1 additional items 
need be chosen and inspected. 
 
   Table:  Typical value of u 
 
Confidence level U 
99% 2.58 
95% 1.96 
90% 1.64 
 
3.  METHODS OF SELECTING THE SAMPLE 
 
Unbiased selection of the sample may be accomplished by any one of the 
following techniques: 
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a) Simple random sampling 
b) Stratified sampling 
c) Systematic sampling 
 
IS 4905(1968) explains the procedure for Sampling techniques. 
 
An Example 
 
Suppose that there are 50,000 books/journals in a Library and past data analysis 
indicates 1% of the collections in the library required maintenance service.  The 
management is concerned about the ‘fitness for use’ of the books and requires estimate of 
% of books requiring immediate attention.  Based on the estimation, work plan shall be 
developed.  Let’s see how does the above-discussed method work 
 
 Suppose that error in estimation should be within 1%. Using the formula, 
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p =1%, d = 1%, u = 1.96 if 95% confidence is required. 
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In other words a sample of 380 books is required to be checked before arriving at 
the estimate of books requiring ‘maintenance’.  The selection of these 380 books may be 
done by any one of the sampling techniques mentioned earlier. 
 
Simple random sampling method requires all the 50,000 books numbered serially 
and lottery system/random number table shall be used for selection of 380 books. 
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By stratified random sampling, 50,000 books may be grouped according to well 
defined attributes say Mathematics, Statistics, Quality management, Economics etc and 
from within each group a random sample shall be drawn, sample size being proportional 
to the strata size. 
 
In systematic sampling, 50,000 books need to be arranged in order and every 
50,000/380 ~ 131st book shall be selected.  That is, the sample shall consist of the books 
numbered 131, 262, 393……..so on. 
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